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Keywords: Uncertainty, Performance robustness , Con- Various concepts have been developed to take into ac

troller synthesis, Controller analysis count the effects of uncertainty in plant modelling for

control purposes. These are the concepts of parameter

insensitive control, of robust control and of generic sta

bility robustness by hyperstability control .

Abstract
Since signal feedback always impacts system stability ,

which means that a feedback control system with a given

A robust -controller synthesis and analysis method which controller may be destabilized by changing the plant dy

works in the frequency domain and has similarity with namics , stability is the fundamental issue in the presence

the QFT-method of Horowitz is presented. Plant uncer of big model uncertainties. Therefore, most publications

tainty is described for specific frequencies as bounded two
in analysis and synthesis of robust control systems refer

dimensional regions within the complex plane in the de to “ stability robustness" . The problem field can be ex

sign process. The design goal is to locate the magnitude tended by transferring the issue robustness from the qua

of the frequency responses of the feedback system wit- litative term “ stability ” to the quantitative term “perfor

hin predetermined bounds . Newly developed substitute mance ” . A step into this direction was the introduction of

design conditions simplify the determination of appro- the term “ stability performance robustness ”, which has

priate controller transfer functions. Alternatively, for an
been treated in detail in the book of Ackermann ( 1) . But

already given controller the sharpest possible bounds on good perſormance in general requires niorc than good

the magnitude of uncertain feedback system frequency stability performance, in that tracking and disturbance

responses can be determined . rejection properties need to be evaluated in addition to

stability. Therefore, the term “performance robustness”

is introduced : Assume the controller design method takes

explicitly into account modelling uncertainties described

1 Introduction
as a bounded plant model family which contains some

plant model defined as the “ nominal” model . Then the

Most control design methods refer to a “ nominal” de- closed loop system is considered as “performance robust ” ,

sign model of the plant . The underlying assumptions if it is stable for every plant family member and iſ compa

are that the design model describes the behaviour of the
red to the nominal performance a certain minimal perfor

plant with sufficient accuracy and that the plant dyna
mance of tracking or disturbance rejection is guaranteed .

mics do not change in operation . Problems may arise The contribution of this paper is a method to achieve

due to the modelling/control-design inseparability pro- perſormance robustness in the sense defined above. Es

blem provoking the fact that a controller suitably de- pecially for the control of flexible structures, structural

signed on base of a nominal design modelmay deterio- dynamic parameters and control performance can be put

rate the performance of the physical closed loop system into direct context.

up to instability. Peterson [7] has reported a practical

example : For vibration control of a truss structure , a Core of the method is a theorem from functional analysis ,

controller had been designed according to the theory of the so -called Schauder fixed point theorem . Thoughtful

optimal projection . This controller destabilized the real application of this theorem enables the control engineer

system , because the first natural frequency of the finite- controller synthesis as well as controller analysis to be

element- model had not been modeled accurately enough . done on a substitute control system based on a nominal
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model, where parametric uncertainty enters as an up- requirement can be approximated only up to a certain

perbounded disturbance. This is different to the MIMO frequency within the bandwidth of the system .

(multiple input/multiple output )-QFT method of Horo

witz [4]where a kind of substitute control design model is Tracking behaviour of the closed loop system is con

used which stilldepends on uncertain system parameters. sidered as performance robust if the following “ perfor

mance robustness conditions" are satisfied :

Once the substitute disturbance is suitably upper boun

ded, the newly developed method allows the design for

SISO (single input/single output) as well as for MIMO

1. The closed loop system is stable for all uncertain but

(multiple input/multiple output) systems in a transpa

bounded parameters q.

rent way. 2. The magnitude of the tracking transfer function

Design specifications are formulated as bounding func t(s, q) is bounded for all uncertain but bounded pa

tions on certain transfer functions of the closed loop sys
rameters a :

tem . While this paper concentrates on performance ro

a (w ) = \t( jw , ) | < b(w ) Vw , q. ( 3 )
bust tracking, it is also possible to apply the method on

performance robust disturbance rejection including con The bounding functions a (w ) and b(w ) are a priori

trol effort.

specified and are assumed to be real and continuous.

2

Two different problems can be considered to achieve per

Performance Robustness formance robustness :

Conditions

1. To solve the controller synthesis problem an appro

priate controller and an appropriate prefilter transfer

Themethod works entirely in the frequency domain .
function need to be designed .

In general a systematic solution of the problem di

r (s) u ( s ) y ( s , 9 ) rectly based on (3 ) is necessarily iterative and hence

f (s ) c( s ) g (5,9) quite tedious, because stability and magnitude bo

unding can not be treated separately. A natural so

lution were to guess a prefilter and a controller first ,

then to check the closed loop system for stability for

allparameters q and the validity of ( 3) . After appro

Figure 1: Standard Control Loop System . priate changes of controller and prefilter parameters

the iteration loop could start again . This way of

Consider the control loop in figure 1. The uncertain plant doing is not a transparent design procedure. In the

is represented by the transfer function g (s, q ). The un sequel weuse instead a separation approach based on

certain parameters qi are assumed to be uncertain but solving appropriate “ substitute design conditions” .

bounded and comprised in the vector q. The plant input

2. To solve the controller analysis problem , bounding
signal u is the controller output signal, the plant out

put signal is y, the reference signal is r. Systems to be
functions alw ) and b(w ) need to be determined for

designed are the prefilter transfer function f (s ) and the
a given controller and prefilter. The bounding func

controller transfer function c( s). They shall be designed
tions a (w ) and b (w ) should haveminimum distance

in such a way that the output signal y follows the refe
to the uncertain magnitude It( jw , 2)). For instance

rence signal r " as good as possible” .
in figure 2 the bounding functions ai(w ) and bi(w )

are preferable to az(w ) and 62(w ) , since the first ones

The tracking transfer function t(s, ) describes the dyna are less conservative than the second ones.

mic relation between r(s) and y( s, 9):

y (s, q) = t(s, q) r( s),

(1) 3 Substitute Design

which can be derived from figure 1 as
Conditions

g( s, q) c( s)

t(s, q) = f (s )

1 + g(s, q)c(s)
(2) A design based on performance robustness conditions(3)

directly can be avoided . The idea is to map the uncertain

Ideally, the magnitude of the tracking transfer function original control system into a substitute nominal con

should be made unity , since then from ( 1) y = r . This trol system which does not contain the parametric un

is not realisable, because for large frequencies the signal certainty itself, rather the uncertainty is taken care of by

gain of real systems goes to zero . Hince this tracking the mapping.
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ba (w )
continuous operator mapping a compact , convex set of a

banach space into itself has a fixed point.”

bi (w ) The idea to apply this theorem to robust control pro

blems was first developed by Horowitz . He recognized

uncertain

amplitude
the implicit formulation of the tracking transfer function

being useful for defining a fixed point of an appropriate

w / } function. In [4] Horowitz then formulated a kind of sub

stitute control problem formulation for MIMO-systems ,

ai (w ) only to reduce the design of a system with n inputs and

n outputs to the independent design of n2 SISO systems .

a (w )
There , the uncertain system parameters q are still within

the closed loop , whereas in our approach the uncertainty

is extracted and mapped in a substitute disturbance dr .

Figure 2 : Example for Appropriate Bounding Functions. The details of the application of Schauder's fixed-point

theorem are omitted ; the interested reader may study

them in [4 , 8] . As a result , instead of solving the perſor

The tracking transfer function is rearranged from an ex
mance robustness conditions directly, the following two

plicit form into an implicit form . From ( 2 ) the following inequalities need to be satisfied for all w :

equation can be deduced :

c(jw )p(jw )f(jw ) r(w )

a (w ) < Vw (5)

f( s ) c( )p( s) + ( 1 - 2000 )t(8,9) 1+ c( jw ) p ( jw ) 1 + c(jw )p(jw )

t (s, q) (4 )

1+ c(s) p ( s)

c (jw )p(jw )f(jw ) r(W )

b (w) > + Ww . ( 6)

Denoting the term ( 1 – )t with dr , equation (4 ) can be

1+ c( jw )p ( jw ) 1+ c( jw ) p ( jw )

interpreted as a control system shown in figure 3. In this The substitute disturbance dr is upperbounded by

substitute control system the substitute plant transfer .

function p(s ) which does not depend on system parame
p ( jw )

Idr (jw )| < max (7 )

ters q and can freely be selected with the same pole excess
2 g (jw , !)

as the original plant transfer function . Uncertainty ent

ers the system from outside as a substitute disturbance and a way to derive bounding functions r (w ) on dr (w )

dr.
is shown in the next section . Furthermore , to guarantee

robust stability of the feedback system , it is required that

5 } } o (w ) =:r(w),

ds

1 f( s) c ( s ) p( s )

1. transfer functions f ( s ) , p( s ) and
c ) ( )

1 +cp )

and

are stable

2. plant transfer function g ( s , q) has for all q no zero in

the right open complex half plane.

Figure 3 : Substitute Control System .

Inequalities ( 5 ) and (6 ) and restrictions addressing the

So far nothing isgained with this problem reformulation , pole-zero-configuration of the involved transfer functions

because the substitute disturbance dy depends on the un
are referred to as “ substitute design conditions” .

known tracking transfer function t which itself is to be de- Before discussing design procedures for the unknown con

signed . Hence de can not be bounded without knowing trol transfer function c ( s ) and for the unknown substitute

the controller transfer function . But : if the Schauder plant transfer function p(s) , the next section presents

fixed point theorem is applicable , it allows this vicious possible bounding functions r(w) for the substitute di

circle to be split up . Then the substitute disturbance sturbance dr in equation ( 7 ) .

dy can be bounded and the closed loop system can be

stabilized for all uncertain system parameters 9.

Schauder's fixed -point theorem states [3]: " A continuous 4 Substitute Disturbance

operator mapping a closed , convex set of a banach space Bounds

into itself has a fixed point , if the mapped set is compact.”

Since in a Banach space a compact set is also a closed

set and since a continuous mapping of a compact set is To get a bounding function for the substitute disturbance

again compact [6] said theorem can be formulated as : “ A dr the term max , { 1 - par |} in equation (7 ) must be
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bounded . At a fixed frequency w this can be achieved maximum distance to the origin . . An upper bound can

by mapping the uncertain but bounded box of system be found easily by determining the maximum distance of

parameter q, which is in general multi-dimensional, to the corners of this templet to the origin .

the value set of the plant frequency response, which is a

bounded two -dimensional region in the complex plane as

shown in figure 4 .

Design Procedures

Im value set

g ( jw , 91,92)

The substitute design condition inequalities (5 - 6 ) must

templet be satisfied within the whole continuous frequency spec

trum fromw = 0 until w → 0 . In practice ,the conditions

fixed w
are checked at finite and discrete test-frequencies only. It

91 Re

is assumed that by careful selection ofthe test- frequencies

the conditions for the actual continuous spectrum are also

Figure 4 : Parameter Uncertainty Mapping. satisfied. Careful selection means that those frequencies

are to be chosen which yield " characteristics” of the fre

In the design process only the two-dimensional value set quency response . For instance, for the control of flexible

is considered when taking system uncertainty into ac structures the test- frequencies should include the undam

count. In the book of Ackermann et. al. [1] numerical ped natural frequencies. In order to guarantee that the

techniques to construct these value sets are described . conditions are satisfied for w → from inequalities (5 -

But often it is not necessary to know the exact value set 6 ) criteria for the gain factors of the involved transfer

and an approximation can be derived which is suitable functions can be derived [8 ].

for design but requires less computational effort. Such

To solve the controller synthesis problem , stability of

an approximation is called a “templet ” .

c(8)p (3 . is required . Therefore, it seems feasible to de

Knowing a system transfer function analytically with the sign the transfer function

uncertain parameters entering polynomially, a simple way

to construct these templets can be developed. Putting
c (s )p ( s)

c(s ) :=
s = jw , both in the numerator- and in the denomina 1+ c(s) p ( s )

tor polynomial all positive and all negative terms of the

real and the imaginary part are grouped together. Sub- and to consider stability of c(s) and p(s).

stituting in these groups of the system parameters the It will be shown that by introducing the design trans

upper bounds and the lower bounds, respectively, yields fer function ( s), also another advantage is obtained in

rectangular templets for the numerator- as well as the that cach design transfer function č( s) and p (s ) allows to

denominator polynomial. These templets can be used to manipulate the left and the right side of the inequality

bound the value set of the system frequency response. condition independently.

Furthermore, this procedure has the advantage that it

leads to templets which yield guaranteed bounds of the The independent transfer functions c(s) and p(s) are now

value set of the frequency response. On the other hand, used as free design transfer functions to fulfill the substi

the use of templetsmay lead to an overestimation of sys
tute design conditions. To solve the controller synthesis

tem uncertainty.
problem inequalities (5 - 6 ) have to be brought into ap

propriate form yet, where the controller transfer function

Nevertheless, the use of templets has two advantages: c(s ) and the prefilter transfer function f (s) do not enter

First, the system parameters can enter in an arbitrary in both inequalities at the sametime: First equation (8 )

way the transfer function , i.e. linear dependency of the is substituted in inequalities (5 - 6 ) to yield

parameters is not required . This is especially useful for

the control of flexible structures where the system pa a (w ) < ( jw ) f (jw ) | - 11 – ( jw )| r (W ) VW

rameter dependency can be highly nonlinear (8 ]. Se (9 )

condly, templets can be used for bounding the substitute b(w ) > lījw ) f( jw )| + 11 – C( jw )Ir (w ) tw .

disturbance according to equation ( 7 ) . In there, the term (10 )

1
p ( jw )

can be considered as a function which maps at Then , inequality (9 ) is multiplied by -1 and added to
9 (jw ,

a fixed frequency w thetemplet for g\jw , q) to a value set inequality ( 10 ), resulting in

for which another templet can be constructed [8 ]. Then ,

b (w ) – a (w )

the problem to upper bound the substitute disturbance lējw ) - 117 (W ) (11)

dr, i.e. to solvemaxe {11 - plienoom }, is equalto finding
For the design of the prefilter transfer function f ( s) a

that value in the value set for 1
p (jw )

o( jw ,9)
which has the parameter ε is introduced to sharpen inequality (11) so

( 8 )

a(w ) vw.
ایب.

2
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b(w)–a(w)(1 –t) Vw

Ko

b(w ) – alw ) (1 – €).

that this inequality (11) becomes the sharpest possible upper and lowerbounding functions

ar(w ) and b' (w ) of all possiblemagnitudes (depending on

lī( jw ) – 115 (12)
W1, $i ) of the closed loop transfer function are to be de

2r(w ) termined . The frequency response of the nominal system

suggests bounding functions as

with

OSE < 1. ( 13 )
Къ Ka

b (w ) = and a (w ) = (19)

ljw + 1014 lju + 1014

For a fixed frequency w in the complex ( jw )-plane ine

quality (12) can be interpreted as a circle about center where Ko and Ky are to be chosen as large and as small

-1 + 30 and with radius as possible , respectively, such that for allw1, $1

Ka

< lt( jw ,w1, $ 1) = (20 )

R (W ) : = (14 ) ljw + 1014 ljw + 1014

2r(w )

The problem shall be solved using the substitute de

Admissible circles for robust disturbance rejection and sign conditions. The restrictions on the pole -zero

its related control effort can be derived to yield a whole configuration ofthe involved transfer functions g (s ), p ( s ),

family of circles [8], wherein solutions for c( jw ) can be f (s ) and
c(sp(3 )

on page
1 + c ( s )p ( 0 ) 3 are satisfied . A substitute

searched . Their radia are determined by the plant tem- plant transfer function p (s) having the samepole excess

plets, by the design transfer function p ( s), and by the
as g (s,w1, $i) in (15) has been chosen to be (0+ 1) . If

performance requirements bounds a (w ) and b(w ) only, the planthas with very little uncertainty, for p(s) the no

but not by the transfer functions to be designed.

minal plant transfer function should be selected , because

Once the design transfer function c(s) is determined, the inequality (12) with reference to (7 ) can easily be satis

prefilter transfer function f( s) can be designed easily as
fied. Substituting all known equations in the substitute

shown in (8 ]. design condition inequality ( 12) yields

400 Ko - K.

-22+ 40jw + 400 - 1 = 21jw + 1014rı(w )

= : R (w ).

(21)

6 Example
The function ri (w ) upper bounds the term

{f1 51} in equation (7) [8]which is
9 (jW ,W1,$1 )

Themethod is demonstrated by a simple example. Consi- a part of the bounding function of the substitute distur

bance :

der the control loop system in figure 1. The plant transfer

function is denoted by g ( s,w1, £ 1) replacing g (s ) in figure
(KpW po – w2(Kp – 1))2 + (w (2wr&r – 1))2

1 which is in this case a second order lightly damped r1(w ) = max
( -w2 + po) 2 + (2wpi) 2

system :
(22)

g ( s,w1, $ 1) ( 15 ) where w and &r can bethe upper or lower intervalbounds

s2 + 2swifi twi'
from equation ( 16 ):

wherewi is the uncertain natural frequency and {i is the
Wr € {0.8, 1.2} , &r € (0.004,0.006 ) . (23)

uncertain damping factor. Only the parameter interval

bounds are assumed to be known : Next, optimal values for K , and Ko are determined with

the help of software design environment ANDECS_MOPS

Wi 0.85-1 < wi < 1.2s- 1 11

(16 ) (5),which has a parameter optimization, and parameter
0.004 < $ i < 0.006 = : £ 1.

study features well suited for this purpose. Inequality

(21) is computed and evaluated for somediscrete frequen

This corresponds to a parameter uncertainty of 20 % ab
cies between 0.15-1 and 100s- , leading to the values

out the nominal values w10 = 15-1 and $ 10 0.005. The

natural frequency wi enters nonlinearly the plant trans
Ko 12500 (24)

fer function . Figure 5 shows a parameter study of a Bode 7500 . (25 )

plot of g (s ,w1, $ 1 ) for various values ofw1, $ 1.

In what follows we want to focus on the controller analy- On the left side of figure 6 the satisfaction of the sub
In figure 6 the result of the design process is visualized.

sis problem : For a given controller and prefilter transfer

function ,
stitute design condition inequality (21) is demonstrated.

( s + 1) 2
On the right side, the satisfaction of the performance ro

c( s) = 400 (17 ) bustness condition inequality (20) is confirmed by a pa

s (s + 40)

rameter study where the frequency response ofthe closed

(s + 20 ) loop system is computed for various values of the uncer

f (s ) = 25 (18 )

(s + 10 ) tain system parameters wi and $ 1 .

maxw1,61

p(زاس)

Write

1

=

w
i
t

Ка

9
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Conclusions
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A frequency domain method has been proposed to gua

rantee robust performance in the presence of system un

certainties which are described as templets at certain

frequencies . The method enables to easily incorporate

closed -loop stability by satisfying pole /zero location re

strictions of the involved transfer functions. Then , it

is possible to satisfy performance requirements, expres

sed as frequency response magnitude bounding functions,

by considering corresponding substitute design conditions

which can be satisfied in a transparent way. Themethod

can also be applied to disturbance rejection problems in

cluding the related control effort. ForMIMO systemsthe

method leads to controller transfer matrices with diago

nal elements (8 ).
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